
 
 

‘MINGLE ALL THE WAY’ 
Synopsis 

 
Now that the finishing touches are complete on the new social media app she and business 
partner Tyler Newman (Casey Manderson) have created, Molly Hoffman (Jen Lilley) becomes 
one of its first users to provide positive feedback to a potential investor she is desperate to 
bring onboard.  Mingle All the Way will be useful for Molly – an app that connects her with a 
platonic partner for all her upcoming holiday social commitments.  Molly also needs Mingle All 
the Way to be a success, if only to stop her mom, Veronica’s (Lindsay Wagner), constant 
insistence that Molly rejoin the Hoffman family accounting firm. 
 
Right away, Mingle All the Way connects Molly with Jeff Scanlon (Brant Daugherty), a happy-
go-lucky ad executive who will utilize Molly as his “plus one” during the holiday season, hoping 
that her presence might just convince the boss that he is the right guy for a big promotion to 
lead a new office in Los Angeles.  Molly and Jeff are nothing alike; he is creative and fun-loving, 
while Molly is laser-focused on success and rarely stops to smell the roses.  After a spotty 
beginning, however, the two make peace with their differences for the sake of a successful, if 
somewhat insincere, social partnership throughout the weeks leading up to Christmas. 
 
Molly meets and impresses Jeff’s boss at the first of a few holiday gatherings and, likewise, 
Jeff’s attendance at the Hoffman holiday party leads her family to believe that Molly has found a 
great new guy in her life.  While the agreed-upon relationship is strictly platonic, the success 
that Jeff and Molly are experiencing prompt each to represent the other as something much 
more significant than the professional companions they are. 
 
Soon, both Jeff and Molly find themselves much deeper into the ruse than either ever intended 
and, what’s more, something completely unexpected threatens the entire enterprise.  With 
professional disaster looming for each of them, Jeff and Molly are forced to come clean to all 
the people they have deceived with their fake relationship, and to recognize and come to terms 
with the fact that they are falling head over heels for one another.  
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